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It’s easy to take for granted the tremendous medical
advances of the past century. It wasn’t long ago, for
instance, that something as mundane as an infected
cut could have been lethal or that childhood
leukemia—the most common form of which now
has a 90 percent survival rate—was a virtual death
sentence. A few decades from now, we hope,
children will only know about many of today’s
deadliest diseases from what they read in their
history books.
That’s where FasterCures comes in—bridging and
shortening the gap from where we are to where we
can be. A center of the Milken Institute, FasterCures
was formed to accelerate medical solutions. Today,
for the first time in history, patients suffering many
life-threatening diseases can realistically hope for a
cure within their lifetimes.
The human benefits of this work are priceless: longer
and healthier lives, less suffering, and more time with
loved ones. The economic benefits include greater
productivity, job creation, and reduced healthcare
expenses. In fact, looking back over the past two
centuries, at least half of all economic growth is
attributable to advances in medical research and
public health.
Just imagine what we can do looking forward.
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Impacting
Disease Through
Philanthropy

burden of managing T1D. This
would allow people to stay healthy
while we searched for that elusive
cure. It is crucial to be laser-focused
on obtaining your goal, and this
requires knowing the opportunities
and obstacles in your path.
A huge part of philanthropy’s job,
then, is to know the players in your
field and understand their goals.
In medical research, that means
understanding the needs of the
regulatory authorities as well as the
payers because, without satisfying
both, whatever you are funding
will never reach a patient’s hands.
Engage early and often with both.
Don’t assume the people you are
funding will do this on their own.

David Panzirer
Trustee
The Leona M. and Harry B.
Helmsley Charitable Trust

Many of the
successful
organizations that
are impacting their
diseases have
common themes.

My life changed dramatically on
March 23, 2007, when my oldest
daughter, Morgan, was diagnosed
with type 1 diabetes (T1D). It
was a couple of weeks after her
sixth birthday. We immediately
learned a new way of life that now
incorporated insulin shots, pricking
my daughter’s finger 10 to 14 times
per day, and the constant vigilance
of being a full-time pancreas
because my child’s had failed her.
Five months after Morgan’s
diagnosis, I was named one of the
trustees of the Helmsley Charitable
Trust, which now has assets of
about $5.5 billion. I had the amazing
opportunity to impact my own child’s
disease, which was extraordinary,
but I had no clue how to play in
the space.
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So, I began learning and
understanding the landscape of
what I was trying to impact. I spent
18 months traveling and meeting
with academics, clinicians, industry,
the Food and Drug Administration,
the National Institutes of Health’s
National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases,
payers, and other funders—not just
in T1D but in other diseases as well.
I found that many of the successful
organizations that are impacting
their diseases have some common
themes.
What did I learn?
To make an impact, start with the
end in mind. What is your goal?
For us, it was to get a drug, device,
or therapy to market to ease the

Similarly, understand what the
market incentives are for the
companies playing in the space you
are trying to impact. Understand
what is in their pipeline. Industry’s
job is to make money, and if a
product is going to be successful,
they will need to make money. That
shouldn’t be perceived as a bad
thing; for them that is the ultimate
goal. Indeed, if industry is making
money, then a product has reached
people’s hands. Take, for example,
the insulin pump and continuous
glucose monitoring space: Despite

If you are not failing
90 percent of the time,
you are not taking enough risk.
If curing a disease was easy,
it would be done.
the fact that people with T1D do
better with these devices, market
penetration is still quite low and
costs for companies to enter this
market are quite high. This is
where philanthropy can and should
come in.
Foundations and philanthropists
have an opportunity to de-risk
and align goals towards what we
are trying to achieve. We have an
obligation to think differently, to think
in a long-term way and very far out
on the risk curve. Don’t be afraid to
fail. If you are not failing 90 percent
of the time, you are not taking
enough risk. If curing a disease was
easy, it would be done. Part of this
means funding young investigators
with wild ideas. After all, most
inventions are at least conceived in
the inventor’s mind by the time they
reach 30 years old.

It is crucial to be laser-focused on
obtaining your goal, and this requires
knowing the opportunities and
obstacles in your path.

That said, you should nevertheless
run your grant program like a
business. At the end of the day,
bringing a drug, therapy, or device
to market won’t work unless
it makes business sense to a
company. A business approach
to any investment entails a very
active partnership with those who
you are investing with. Every grant
should have milestones that must
be hit prior to the next payment
being released. We are not just
grantors; we are partners at the
table with our grantees. For that
reason, one should also retain some
form of control of any intellectual
property (IP) that is developed with
philanthropic money to ensure the
IP moves down the path towards
commercialization and into the
hands of people who need it.
In all of this, use common sense—if
it sounds too good to be true, it
usually is. Like everywhere else in
life, there are unscrupulous people
out there, so be wary. You cannot
force collaboration; the mindset
must already be in place or it will
never work.
Finally, once you’ve done all this,
don’t assume that if you build it they
will come. You must understand the
wants and needs of the patient. It all
comes back to goals.

milken institute
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The Consumer-Driven
Healthcare Revolution

Anne Wojcicki
CEO and Co-Founder
23andMe

The healthcare
establishment,
which has been
slow to recognize
that personal
data have value
for research,
is beginning
to embrace
elements of
the consumer
revolution.
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My passion for owning my health
data comes from a story of tragedy.
My mother’s little brother, David,
overdosed on aspirin when he was
18 months old and unfortunately
died. My grandparents and my
mother went from hospital to
hospital and were told David
would be fine. David unfortunately
continued to get worse, and they
finally got a hospital to take him for
the night. When they called in the
morning about his condition, they
were told he had died.

process. We are just the beginning
of the consumer-driven health tidal
wave that is going to change and
ultimately improve healthcare.

23andMe did not start because we
wanted to just create a genetics
company. It developed out of a
passion and an insistence that
individuals can take better care of
themselves if they are in charge of
their health or at a minimum true
partners in the healthcare decision

What motivates me every day to
come in and work are the stories
from our customers. I ran into a
father of a child who found through
23andMe that his son had a rare
condition for fructose intolerance,
and the early diagnosis prevented
liver and kidney damage. We did a

Nine years after our launch, over
a million customers signed up and
spat for 23andMe. These customers
are learning about diseases they
might pass down to their children,
what disease risks they might have,
what medications they might be
sensitive to, and fun facts about
themselves.

study of our customers who found
they were high-risk for breast cancer
and had the BRCA mutation—many
of these women never knew they
had a risk and went on to take
measures to prevent developing
breast cancer. I met hundreds
of adoptees who found family
members after years of searching.
There are hundreds of stories that
circle in my mind and remind me
constantly that the information
23andMe provides changes lives
and can be transformative to
someone’s life. Genetic information
cannot solve all mysteries, but it can
be an important clue in the health of
many individuals.
The journey of 23andMe has not
been without bumps. In 2013
we had to stop returning health
information after an FDA warning
letter. The path forward has required
a long-term vision, a strong passion,
and a very dedicated team. But
in February 2015 we received
our first FDA approval to market,
and I feel confident about a direct
to consumer path forward for
additional genetic information. It has
been a reminder to me and to other
consumer health companies that the
path for transformation in healthcare
is not easy, but it is feasible.
The consumer healthcare movement
is exciting and transformative. You,
the individual, have never been
the true consumer of healthcare—
insurance companies, pharmacies,
pharma companies, hospitals,
physicians, etc. are all more of
the end consumer than us, the
individual. But that world is changing
as we are actually paying for our
care and making more decisions.
Companies like Doctors on Demand
enable you to chat with a physician
anytime on your phone. Fitbit and
other wearables companies enable
us to track our steps and heart
rate. Wearing my Fitbit last month

actually made me notice that my
resting heart rate was high and I
was getting out of breath despite
exercising a lot—both signs that I
was anemic. A blood test confirmed
I was quite anemic. And we can’t
talk about blood without talking
about Theranos and the potential
for enabling easy, direct access to
hundreds of essential blood tests.
The consumer healthcare world
opens up a tremendous amount
of opportunity for individuals to be
more in control of their health and
get access to affordable care.
What 23andMe and many of these
other companies have shown is
that people want information about
themselves. This isn’t about vanity.
On top of personal utility, this
information can also have a real
value for science. The healthcare
establishment, which was slow to
adopt this point of view, is beginning
to embrace elements of the
consumer revolution.
In January, President Obama
announced his proposed Precision
Medicine Initiative to fund the
collection of genetic data from 1
million people to help jump-start
research and discovery of treatment
for disease. A cornerstone of this
effort is to give people access
to their genetic information while
enlisting them in research. Both
President Obama and the NIH,
which is spearheading the Precision
Medicine Initiative, recognize that
engaging people in their health and
enlisting them in a research effort is
the key to transforming healthcare.
We are seeing this already. Over 80
percent of the 1 million 23andMe
customers consent for research
and actively take survey questions.
This is more than just a big number.
These customers are contributing to
research in common diseases like
cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and

“Combining genetic
information with
survey data has the
potential to accelerate
meaningful discoveries
that could benefit
everyone.”

asthma as well as contributing to
research into rare disease that are
difficult if not impossible to conduct
with meaningful sample sizes. By
participating, the average customer
has informed more than 270 studies.
Combining genetic information with
survey data has the potential to
accelerate meaningful discoveries
that could benefit everyone.
The perception about the
consumer’s role in healthcare and
research is changing. It’s clear that
major institutions and governments
around the world are recognizing
that engagement is more than just
participation—it’s giving information
back to people that has meaning.
While this trend is impressive,
change is slow.
My mother used to remind me
regularly that no one cares as much
about your health as you. I have
a passion for owning my health
data because I believe my health
outcomes depend on it. If you
want to do something today to be
proactive for your health and help
drive change, ask for your data.
Take ownership of your medical
records. Know your drug history.
Own your genome and follow the
genetics information revolution.
Being in charge of your health is not
just empowering, it could also be
the most important factor in living a
healthy, long life.

milken institute
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Partnering to Strengthen
the Ecosystem
of Biomedical
Innovation
Robert J. Hugin
Chairman and CEO
Celgene

We are witnessing
the emergence
of a collaborative
ecosystem that
will help drive the
discovery and
delivery of cures.

According to the World Health
Organization, the number of new
cancer cases is projected to
increase by more than 50 percent
over the next 20 years. The incidence
of Alzheimer’s disease and other
forms of dementia in the United
States will double by 2050, creating
a potential $1.1 trillion annual burden
on the healthcare system. Without
new medical innovations, the burden
of these conditions will overwhelm
our health system and threaten
economic growth.
What will it take to overcome these
challenges? Collaboration across
a stronger and more sustainable
ecosystem of medical innovation
that transforms drug development,
ensures patient access, and
accelerates the virtuous cycle of
investment in new cures. Over the
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last seven years, we are witnessing
the emergence of a collaborative
ecosystem that will help drive the
discovery and delivery of these cures.
It is often cited that global
biopharmaceutical companies
spend more than $135 billion every
year on research and development.
What is not as often referenced
is how much biopharmaceutical
companies invest in one another—in
building the biopharmaceutical
research and development
ecosystem. In Cambridge, San
Francisco, San Diego, and other
hotbeds of innovation across the
United States, smaller companies
focused on finding specialized
solutions to complex and debilitating
diseases are multiplying. Spurred
in part by the capital markets
credit freeze of 2008, larger

Partnering means finding
		 win-win solutions for both
sides, providing support whether
it is strategic or operational, and
being willing to change when
circumstances warrant it.
biopharmaceutical companies
created symbiotic relationships with
smaller companies. We are now
beginning to see its benefits – this
symbiotic relationship has helped
bring to fruition the nearly 1,813
treatments currently in development
for various types of cancer and the
1,329 currently in development
for neurologic diseases such as
Alzheimer’s. Seventy percent of
these therapies in the ecosystem of
innovation’s pipeline are potential
first in class medicines.
The biopharmaceutical sector’s
investment in the innovation
ecosystem encompasses much
more than just providing capital to
smaller start-ups. It necessitates
a commitment to the belief that
innovation requires collaboration,
a willingness to be a flexible
partner, and a recognition that
both sides bring great value to any
partnership—no matter how large
one side may be, there is always
room to learn from the other.

Being committed to collaborative
solutions does not mean
abandoning focus on building
internal strengths. Since 2010,
Celgene has invested more than
25 percent of its revenues into
internal research and development
programs—recognizing the
importance of a proper balance
between strengthening and
enhancing our own expertise
and developing others’ expertise
in related areas. Over the same
period, Celgene has invested
more than $5 billion into its
collaborative “distributed” research
model, consummating more than
40 collaborations with medical
innovators in early- and late-stage
molecules that have the potential
to change the practice of medicine
forever.
The dollar figures associated with
the multitude of transactions only
tell one part of the story. Partnering
means finding win-win solutions
for both sides, providing support

+50% $1.1

number of new cancer cases
projected to increase over
the next 20 years

trillion

annual burden on the
healthcare system by 2050
from Alzheimer’s disease
and other dementia

whether it is strategic or operational,
and being willing to change when
circumstances warrant it. Ultimately,
it requires both sides to share a
common goal of accelerating the
delivery of transformational therapies
to patients and doing whatever is
necessary to bring those therapies
to market. Over the past few years,
a number of compounds that have
been developed in connection
with our collaboration partners
have received FDA fast-track
designation—an important step
toward bringing about faster cures
for patients.
Patients are not the only ones
who are benefiting from the
biopharmaceutical sector’s
investment in this ecosystem. So
does the economy. Research-driven
biopharmaceutical companies
employ more than 810,000 people
directly and support a total of 3.4
million jobs across the country. A
considerable number of these jobs
are with companies that are no more
than five years old.
We are already witnessing the future
of biopharmaceutical “deal-making,”
better described as a commitment
to strengthening the ecosystem of
innovation that we are a part of. For
the sake of patients, the healthcare
system, and the broader economy,
we must work together to continue
our commitment to these types
of collaborative partnerships and
extend them to other areas of the
healthcare system.

3.4 million
number of U.S. jobs supported
by biopharmaceutical
companies

milken institute
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What the Next Quarter
Century Holds
for Science and
Medicine
Francis S. Collins
Director
National Institutes of Health

Twenty-five years
after the launch of
the Human Genome
Project, one of the
most significant
scientific advances
of our generation,
we talked to Francis
Collins, who was
at the helm of that
effort, about what
he has learned and
what he’s looking
forward to.
12
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The Human Genome Project,
a bold effort to sequence
all 3 billion base pairs of the
human genome, significantly
advanced our understanding of
disease. Beyond expanding our
knowledge, how has this project
transformed how we pursue
science?

The Human Genome Project was
a consortium that brought together
more than 2,000 researchers
from across the world and across
disciplines, all with the shared
goal of producing a complete
DNA sequence of the human
genome. This was the first “big
science” project for biology. It
could have gone all wrong, with
subgroups having different skills
and accountable to different
funding agencies. But we saw a
tremendous willingness of individual
researchers to join forces for the
collective good, not worrying too
much about who got the credit. A
new paradigm for releasing data was
also implemented: once we started
to generate human DNA sequence
data, those data were released into
the public domain every 24 hours.

Q: In a recent Nature magazine
article you penned with James
Watson and Eric Green, you
wrote that we need to be
audacious yet flexible. If you
wait for absolute clarity on how
to achieve the ultimate goal, you
risk missing opportunities that
present themselves only after
researchers start work. How is
this approach shaping existing
initiatives today?

We are at a remarkable moment in
biomedical research, where we’re
figuring out the fundamentals—how
life works and how disease
occurs. Now we need to turn
this opportunity into medical
advances—health promotion,
disease prevention, and treatment
of illness when it strikes. But that
challenge is daunting. The human
body is incredibly complicated.
Some of our best ideas seem not
to work. But, we are forging ahead
to apply some of the most daring
principles of innovation. A number
of large-scale scientific endeavors
have been informed by this growing
experience.
In April 2013, President Obama
announced the Brain Research
through Advancing Innovative
Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative,
which aims to develop and apply
new technologies that can discern
how brain circuits work in real
time, and may also elucidate the
mechanisms of some of the most
challenging diseases of the brain
and central nervous system.
The Precision Medicine Initiative
(PMI), announced by President
Obama during the 2015 State of
the Union Address, aims ultimately
to make it easier to provide each
person with the treatment or
prevention strategy best suited to
his or her specific circumstances.

In order to do this, the project
requires the study of many, many
people. The PMI research cohort
has established a target of enrolling
1 million voluntary participants to
help researchers better understand
the factors that affect a person’s
health circumstances, whether that
be disease prevention or optimal
therapeutic options for illness.
Q: The scientific and
technological advances that
are upon us or within our reach
give us great hope for a future
where scientific discoveries
can be translated into better
health faster. What does the next
quarter century hold for us?

The breakthrough that we all hope
will happen 25 years from today has
likely already started somewhere
in a laboratory. But those basic
science ideas need to develop
and go through all of the steps of
discovery to be realized. History
teaches us that it will take many
scientists standing on each other’s
shoulders to advance these ideas
until ultimately the day will come
when we have a clinical achievement
we can celebrate. If the seeds of our
success for 2040 are not already
sown, we are in trouble.
We need to be sober about which
battles we’re going to win in the next
quarter century. But I think we’ll win
quite a few. In the next 25 years, I
believe we will:

1

Know more about what
makes us healthy. We
will have information—
environmental exposures, genetics,
and human behavior—that will
be useful for people interested
in living long and healthy lives.
The million or more people who
will be part of the PMI will give
us information we’ve never had

before. Now, the opportunity in
front of us is to convince people
to use that information to live
healthy lives, or we will continually
be confounded by the fact that
even the best information does not
always translate into broad public
acceptance and behavior change.

2

Unravel the molecular
causes of disease. We will
get to the point of having
interventions that, if not curative,
can turn a serious condition into one
much more manageable. Cancer
is leading that revolution right now,
and other diseases are not far
behind.

3

Create an AIDS-free
generation. By applying
things we already know, we
can reduce the incidence by treating
HIV/AIDS as soon as it is diagnosed,
greatly reducing spread. We can
develop a vaccine that can be made
available to individuals all over the
world who are at risk; that has the
potential to prevent new cases of
HIV/AIDS altogether. We have the
opportunity to celebrate the end of
the most frightening epidemic of
modern times.

4

Deal with the threat of
emerging infections. If
we’re lucky enough to avoid
a serious worldwide pandemic of
influenza, we could have a vaccine
in the next five to ten years that
works universally against all influenza
strains, saving tens of millions of
lives.

5

Understand the brain
better. The brain is the
most complicated biological
structure in the known universe,
and diseases of the brain have
enormous consequences. A better
understanding of how those 86
billion neurons function in normal

milken institute
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		The breakthrough that
we all hope will happen
25 years from today has likely
already started somewhere in
a laboratory.
situations and how they are
interfered with in conditions like
autism, schizophrenia, traumatic
brain injury, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, and many more
devastating illnesses will be the
basis for developing new prevention
and treatment strategies. It is
perhaps too bold to think that in 25
years we can fully understand the
brain. It will have so many layers
that scientists will keep peeling
those off for hundreds of years. The
BRAIN Initiative provides a strong
foundation we can build upon.

6

Advance single-cell
biology and structural
biology. The idea of being
able to dive deeper into single-cell
biology and understand how
individual cells carry out their normal
function in their normal environment
is going to be powerful. Similarly,
advances in structural biology will
give us a series of insights into
basic biology and provide us with
fresh new approaches to drug
development.

7

Manage big data.
Biomedical research, which is
already shifting into the mode
of being heavily computational, will
become even more so. Big data
problems will be more challenging,
and the way in which we collect
and analyze data will require
effective strategies to manage them.
This includes capturing data that
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are meaningful and setting up a
commons for those data that will be
accessible to qualified researchers.

8

Encourage convergence
across disciplines. The
scientific disciplines that
we have now—biology, chemistry,
physics, computer science,
engineering—are all going to blur.
New technology, the availability of
data, and a stronger foundation of
basic scientific knowledge will call
for new ways of training the next
generation of scientists.

9

Be more inclusive. It is
critical that in 25 years we
must have a truly inclusive
biomedical research workforce that
reflects the diversity of our country.
We must also ensure that clinical
trials include racially and ethnically
diverse participants and take into
consideration culturally appropriate
approaches.

10

Partner with patients.
Patients are more
informed and engaged
than ever, and this will drive
transformation in the way we deliver
healthcare and how we pursue
research. Research volunteers
are our partners in biomedical
research—the data provided by
participants through biological
samples, electronic health records,
and participation in clinical trials are
the underpinnings of biomedical
research.

Q: Many medical breakthroughs
from biomedical research
are within our reach. How do
we ensure that we stay on a
trajectory of progress?

The outlook for science has never
been brighter—we know more today
than ever before about the molecular
basis for thousands of diseases
that affect millions of patients. For
the trend to continue, we need
partnerships, we need the talents of
investigators willing to try out wacky
ideas, and we need resources to
sustain our work for generations
to come.
Investing in research is an excellent
way to bend the cost curve of
healthcare. The U.S. has mounting
deficits, and we should prioritize
the allocation of funds to areas that
have the greatest impact—and we
know that research delivers human
and economic benefits. We’ve seen
that, beyond the scientific impact of
the Human Genome Project, it gave
us tremendous economic returns. In
fact, every $1 invested by the U.S.
government in the Human Genome
Project generated $178 in economic
activity. Yet, unfortunately, the
purchasing power of the National
Institutes of Health has fallen by
almost 25 percent since 2003. We
need to reverse that trend.
We must plant the seeds of
discovery in order to reap the
medical advances we need and
deserve. Nobel prizes remind us
every year that there’s this long arc
of discovery that starts with a basic
science agenda that may not be
connected to any disease at all,
but ultimately, over the course of
years or decades, will transform our
search for cures.

Redefining Mental
Illness

Thomas R. Insel

Kafui Dzirasa

Director
National Institute of
Mental Health, National
Institutes of Health

Assistant Professor
Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, Center
for Neuroengineering, Duke
University Medical Center

Insel and Dzirasa
are challenging the
way we think of
mental illnesses.

Every day, Thomas Insel and Kafui Dzirasa see mental illness rob people
of who they are, devastate families, and ruin communities. And yet, Insel,
who leads the agency that supports most of the world’s behavioral health
research, and Dzirasa, a physician-scientist who focuses on understanding
how changes in the brain produce mental illness, remain optimistic. They
share poignant thoughts on reframing mental illness, leveraging technology,
and training the future mental health workforce.

Where do you see real
opportunities to make a
significant change in the way
we manage mental health?

Thomas: We need to reframe
mental illness as a health problem—
not a personal failure nor a moral

milken institute
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problem. In some ways, depression
or schizophrenia are not different
from heart disease and cancer. And
yet, so much of what we think of as
care for those with mental illness
is outside the healthcare system.
Reframing mental illness as a brain
disorder pushes us to find solutions
that come out of healthcare, instead
of exclusively social services, where
so much of the response resides.
Kafui: The more we understand
about the brain’s function and
circuity, the more we discover that
treatment approaches are not
pharmacological therapies alone.
For example, transcranial magnetic
stimulation uses focused magnetic
fields to therapeutically change
electrical properties in particular
brain regions. I think we will be
seeing more and more engineering
solutions address the complexity of
mental illness as well.

“Now that we are
in the midst of
the technology
revolution, we
are starting
to think about
mental illness
as disorders
of brain
networks and
computations.”
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Q: At a time when technological
advances are redefining our daily
lives, how do you think they can
impact the way we deliver mental
health care?

Thomas: Smartphone technology
could transform mental health care
because the core of every diagnosis
is abnormal behavior. There’s no
better way to get continuous,
precise, and objective measures of
behavior than what you can pull off a
smartphone.
Additionally, we can leverage
technology to deploy interventions
in the form of cognitive behavior
therapy or other forms of
psychotherapy. This includes
collecting standardized information
from sensors that monitor behavior.
This kind of closed loop approach,
with technology providing the

sensors and the interventions, can
have a big impact, both on the
number of people being treated and
the quality of care that they receive.
Kafui: You can imagine a world in
which Siri is a first line tool for doing
cognitive behavior therapy—where
technology would analyze multiple
stories and provide guidance,
feedback, and information on
behavioral strategies to improve
mental health. A tool like this could
one day be a powerful “therapist”
that could provide insights never
conceived in our current framework
and could shape other new forms of
scalable treatments.
You can also start to imagine having
a kind of codex, or a Rosetta
Stone, that will enable us to map
out changes in different parts of the
brain where we’re seeing problems
in brain cell communication.
We can start to develop “neural

		Instead of thinking about how do we
do research and implement it in practice,
we need to actually go out and make sure
families, patients, and practitioners are part of
the process.
prosthetics”––electrical devices
that act something like pacemakers
do in the heart, putting energy
back into the brain—to fix gaps in
communication across brain areas.

Q: With these latest advances in
technology, how do we train the
next generation of mental health
professionals?

Thomas: Training for psychiatry
is going to become very different.
Perhaps the field itself will be
rebranded as clinical neuroscience,
reminding people that these are in
fact disorders of brain circuits and
that our diagnostic and therapeutic
approaches will have to include
monitoring and manipulating brain
circuitry.
Kafui: Psychiatry in a lot of ways
reflects where our society is.
Now that we are in the midst of
the technology revolution, we are
starting to think about mental illness
as disorders of brain networks
and computations. Psychiatry is
increasingly drawing people from
different backgrounds, and the field
will have to adapt to accommodate
them. We’re seeing more people
with backgrounds in engineering,

mathematics, and computer
science, and understanding how
changes in the brain lead to mental
illness will require people who
are used to thinking about large,
complex systems. For example,
the question no longer becomes
whether you have too much or too
little dopamine but focuses more
on how do increases in dopamine
cause these large scale brain
networks to work differently.

Q: What systemic changes
can be put in place to improve
the way we deliver better
mental health care?

Thomas: For people with
schizophrenia, we need to detect
the early phase of their illness, ideally
before they become psychotic.
If they do start showing signs of
symptoms—hallucination, paranoia,
and very disabling symptoms—we
must treat within two weeks, not
within the 74-week timeframe that
a recent U.S. study found was the
period of untreated psychosis.
Kafui: We must make it a national
priority to protect younger brains
throughout the developmental
stages. The prefrontal cortex is part

of the brain that is developing during
adolescence—it’s the latest to
mature continuing through your early
20s. This is the part that determines
judgment, impulse control, decisionmaking, and long-term planning.
Thomas: We need to create
a learning healthcare system.
Instead of thinking about how do
we do research and implement it
in practice, we need to actually
go out and make sure families,
patients, and practitioners are part
of the process. Having a learning
healthcare system moves practice
into research. It uses data from
care to identify what works and
what doesn’t, and optimizes those
interventions to improve outcomes.
Kafui: Mental illness is one of the
unique illnesses in that it takes away
the ability of the person who’s sick
to advocate for himself or herself.
Families and communities need to
be part of the process, and we must
figure out a better way to engage
them early and often. They will be
affected and are also the frontlines
of defense. Mental illness robs
people of who they are. Consider
the years of productivity lost. If we
can galvanize our nation, we might
have a better shot at this.
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Patients as Drivers:
A Prescription for
the Future
Kathy Giusti
Founder and Executive Chairman
Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation and
Multiple Myeloma Research Consortium

An experienced
patient, visionary,
and advocate
offers insights into
the cancer journey.
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It’s a different world than when I was
diagnosed in 1996 with the incurable
cancer multiple myeloma. Today,
thanks to advances in sequencing
technologies, we have gained
unprecedented insights into the
genetic drivers of cancer. We now
have an arsenal of breakthrough
treatments that take into account
these genetics and patients’ other
unique characteristics, personalizing
care and giving patients their very
best chance of beating the odds.
And, with access to information with
the click of a mouse or swipe on a
smartphone and the increasing
availability of digitized health
records, patients now find
themselves as vital partners not only
in their care, but also in the research
process itself—a position that has
the power to transform the

landscape more than we can
even imagine.
Despite this progress, far too many
of the estimated 1.7 million people
who will be diagnosed with cancer
this year still struggle at far too many
steps in their cancer journey. I’ve
experienced this firsthand as a
patient still in active treatment and
as a caregiver to my identical twin
sister, who was recently diagnosed
with breast cancer, and as a longterm patient advocate. Where do
patients get stuck along the way,
and what can we as patient
advocates do to help?
At the moment of diagnosis:
Patients must get up to speed
quickly not only about their disease
and its treatment options but also
where to go to receive care.

“Patients must be educated and
empowered at critical points in their
journey to advocate for themselves.”
Unfortunately, many people struggle
with health literacy challenges that
prevent them from understanding
health information and making
complex health-related decisions.
A coordinated effort must be made
to improve patients’ health literacy,
ideally before a cancer diagnosis
is made. Teaching them how to
use the internet to find reputable,
unbiased information from .org
versus .com sites—the National
Cancer Institute, American Society
of Clinical Oncology, or diseasebased nonprofits—is a good first
step and will go a long way. Patients
must also be advised to get second
opinions and, when possible, to visit
centers and clinicians that specialize
in treating their specific cancer.
Before starting treatment:
Choices patients make prior to
beginning treatment—from getting
certain imaging tests at baseline or
banking their tissue for genomic
testing—can affect how their disease
is managed later. This applies not
only to a patient’s first line of
therapy, but again after relapse(s).
Complicating this is that insurers
may not routinely cover what they
need, and centers may be concerned
about reimbursement. Patients must
be educated and empowered at
these critical points in their journey
to advocate for themselves.
Choosing the best treatment:
A growing number of medicines
can treat cancer by its genetic
mutations, not just by the organ
where the cancer was first found. In
fact, a recent study found that more
than 75 percent had a genetic

mutation or other molecular
abnormality; of these, 80 percent
had variations that could be targeted
by an existing drug. Prior to patients
making any treatment decisions,
efforts should be made to have their
tumors sequenced, know their
disease sub-type, know what
treatments exist that have worked
for others with this sub-type, and
how they are likely to respond to
specific drugs or combinations of
drugs. Patients must be fully aware
of potential side effects and whether
they are reversible, diminish with
dose modifications, and might
impact their quality of life or ability
to do their jobs.
Finding clinical trials: Fewer than
3 percent of adults with cancer
participate in a clinical trial. Of those,
how many are participating in the
very best trial for their disease subtype or simply a trial that is at their
center? Patients should be directed
to clinicaltrials.gov and other clinical
trials databases. Though hospitals
already offer patient navigators
throughout the process—and
patients should, by all means,
use this resource—it is imperative
the patients are also able to selfnavigate outside of their center if
they need to.
Make the most of health data:
Ninety-five percent of U.S. hospitals
have implemented electronic health
record systems, and yet only 36
percent of patients are currently
using health portals. At the Multiple
Myeloma Research Foundation,
we’ve seen that more than 95
percent of newly diagnosed patients

use their portal, allowing them to
go online and monitor their disease,
to analyze health data to identify
important trends and changes over
time, and to easily collaborate with
their healthcare providers in
informed decision-making. Patients
everywhere must be empowered
to use this vital resource to take
charge of their own healthcare and,
should they choose, have the ability
to share these health data to
support research.

THE GUIDE

What can we as
patient advocates
to do help?
Diagnosis
Get educated
through research

Before Treatment
Map critical
decision points

Treatment
Know your options &
their ramifications

Clinical Trials
Use public databases
to self-navigate

Health Data
Take charge of your
information
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Partnering with Patients
on Drug Development:
An Industry
Perspective

diseases have not only on patients,
but also on the lives of their families,
friends, and care partners.

Ron Cohen
President and CEO
Acorda Therapeutics

Biopharmaceutical
companies’ strong
ties with research
foundations
and advocacy
organizations
accelerate the
pace of medical
progress.

How biopharmaceutical companies
move therapies through the pipeline
is becoming more collaborative and
focused. One of the keys to R&D
progress is the shift to patient-driven
drug development. The concept
of engaging all stakeholders in
the clinical trial process has been
gaining momentum for years and
has been kick-started recently
by the FDA’s Patient-Focused
Drug Development program and
the Clinical Trials Transformation
Initiative.
When I founded Acorda, my
vision was to develop therapies
that restore neurological function
and improve people’s lives.
When the company began, we
were a consortium of scientists
and clinicians who shared an
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		To advance medicine and
improve the lives of people
in meaningful ways, we as drug
developers must recognize the
deep impact that diseases have
not only on patients, but also on
the lives of their families, friends,
and care partners.

understanding that the medical
needs we wanted to address were
hard, for which clinical outcome
measures were rudimentary and
often not well understood. This
was related to the fact that there
hadn’t been a lot of medical
progress for most neurological
conditions. Thus, from the start,
we realized that we would need to
incorporate the patients’ voices into
our planning—to be confident that
we were measuring outcomes that
actually mattered to them. In fact,
the name “Acorda” itself is meant
to connote the sense of “accord”
or collaboration.
To advance medicine and improve
the lives of people in meaningful
ways, we as drug developers must
recognize the deep impact that

Acorda maintains strong ties with
research foundations and advocacy
organizations to accelerate the
pace of medical progress. The
patients, volunteers, and employees
who power these organizations
are savvy on both science and
business, and highly motivated
to contribute to the development
of medicines. The key benefits in
working with these organizations
are: 1) we better understand the
needs of the community, and 2) we
can collaborate to accelerate clinical
trials, which ultimately makes new
therapies available faster to the
people who need them.
One of the most critical learnings
we’ve found in talking to patients
about their needs is their view on
benefit-risk assessment. Patients
often have sometimes surprising
views on these issues, for example,
being willing to accept more risk
for a given benefit than regulators,
companies, or even their physicians
might otherwise assume. Drug
developers, regulators, insurers,

and healthcare providers must take
such input into account. This is
already happening on the regulatory
front in follow-up to the Prescription
Drug User Fee Act reauthorization
of 2012, which authorized FDA
to conduct special conferences
with patient groups representing
a range of disease conditions;
several biopharma companies
have also announced initiatives to
more formally incorporate patient
input into their drug development
programs.
Regarding acceleration of clinical
trials, advocacy groups are
keenly aware that one of the
most significant gating factors
to advancing therapies is the
time it takes to run a clinical trial,
and specifically the challenge of
recruiting participants. Currently,
Acorda is running close to a dozen
clinical trials across six separate
therapeutic areas. For the larger
trials, especially, we are partnering
with research foundations and
patient advocacy groups to
accelerate the process. Groups like
the Michael J. Fox Foundation for
Parkinson’s Research, the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, and the

National Stroke Association have
developed highly sophisticated
communications channels that
alert their constituents to the latest
medical research. These groups are
able to provide information about the
importance of clinical trial research
and connect interested patients with
trial sites.
My colleagues and I believe that we
have entered a new, very positive
stage in the pursuit of ever better
medicines, harnessing the power
of partnerships among the various
constituencies, now critically
including patients, in addition
to pharmaceutical developers,
regulators, academicians, and
third-party payers.

Key benefits
of working
with patient
organizations

1

We better understand the
needs of the community.

2

We can collaborate to
accelerate clinical trials,
which ultimately makes
new therapies available
faster to the people who
need them.
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Questioning Medicine
to Get Answers
for Patients
Patricia Furlong
Founding President and CEO
Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy

We’ve formed
an inclusive
environment that
allows patients
to be involved from
day one, but we
have room to grow.
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I began my journey running the
medical and surgical intensive
care units at Ohio State University
Hospital. The moment that impacted
me the most, and put me on the
trajectory I’ve taken, was when I was
identified to be the supervisor.
I’ll never forget noticing on the
door that family visiting hours were
restricted to five minutes on the
hour, twice in the morning and twice
in the afternoon. Innovations in
medicine 35 years go hadn’t really
occurred yet; we lost people that
we certainly wouldn’t lose today.
Knowing that most patients weren’t
going to survive the ICU, I remember
sitting in a meeting and saying to
my colleagues, “So we give people,
and those who they care about, 20
minutes a day, and not even at one
time, to say everything they need to

say?” The answer was simply, “Yes,
because we can’t afford for them
to be in the way.” It raised a blatant
red flag for me in the way we were
interacting with patients and their
families. We desperately needed
to change our outlook; patients
and their families should never be
considered “in the way.”
We began considering if there was
any real harm if we let a partner or
family member come into the room
and sit through the hours with the
patients. What harm would it do
to have a hand to hold, a shoulder
to lean on, and an advocate by
their side? How intrusive would
that really be for the doctors,
and, in comparison, how much
comfort would it give? Ultimately
the question we posed was: Could
this movement toward inclusivity

of patients and their familial needs
change the outcome?
That was the first set of questions,
and since then I have never stopped
questioning medicine.
Fast forward to today, and we are
seeing patients at the forefront.
Instead of restrictions and rules,
we are seeing patients more in
the spotlight for treatment and
decision-making. If you think about
it, patients are the reason—for
cures, for hospitals to exist, and
for medicine in general. Although
we’re evolving, I’m concerned that
in the past and even today we have
let medicine simply be treating a
disease instead of bettering a human
being. I remember seeing attending
doctors walking around with medical
students, dictating treatments and
decisions in a paternalistic kind of
way. That kind of approach doesn’t
put each patient in the context in
which they live. We have to look at
the holistic view of each patient’s
life and put that into our perspective
when treating them.
If we look now at patient-focused
drug development, this is exactly
where patients are and can be
empowered. Patients live with their
disease every day. They know the

effects, the realities, the symptoms,
the needs, the pain, the clues, and
so much more. Because of this,
patients need to be empowered to
understand what’s wrong, how it
affects their overall health, and how
it impacts their families.
Organizations and foundations can
use the individual and collective
voices to make a major impact. We
can go to the FDA and regulatory
agencies involved in the making of
drugs and say, “We’re experts in this
particular disease.” Agencies don’t
look at the data of a patient living
with the disease day in and day
out. This is where patients come in.
Patients and their family members
are the ones constantly doing a
benefit-risk evaluation. The drugmaking agencies need to be using
this patient benefit-risk constantly
in the forming of a solution. What
risks are patients willing to secede
to with the benefit that comes from
a particular drug? Patients can
collectively provide data that can
impact the FDA’s decision-making
process.
Groups like Parent Project Muscular
Dystrophy take this benefit-risk
equation to the regulatory process,
advocating for its potential despite
the data-driven focus of the past.

It’s a new kind of data that we offer,
illustrating to agencies what patient
priorities are, and quantifying the
data in real-life context. Stories
are impactful, but they need data.
Patients and their communities are
now faced with the opportunity
to provide the expertise to these
agencies—granting immense
influence from those who know a
disease best.
We—patients and families—are
setting the stage, developing models
and systems that go beyond oneperson stories and experience.
We’re developing a way to include
the patient voice in a systematic,
collective way that the regulatory
process can put into play. How
could we imagine that patient voice
doesn’t have a meaningful, integral,
and relevant impact on decisionmaking? We’ve formed an inclusive
environment that allows patients
to be involved from day one to day
forever—but we have room to grow.
Many doctors used to say that
patients can’t understand medicine.
But if we provide the facts in a way
patients can understand, they are
very willing and anxious to take a
role in their own lives and the lives
of those they care about. It’s a
compelling trajectory.

Two hurdles that keep me up at night

1

The outcome measures of any
disease have to be thought about
early, early on. If not, functional
outcome measures become
restrictive on which patients can
participate and when. We have to
provide and design trials that are
inclusive and grant opportunity to
every patient.

2

Drugs are approved one by one,
but patients may be better served
with combinations. We need to
consider the benefits and risks of
this process.
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Finding Cures,
Saving Lives

discovered that the immune system
has brakes. Jim Allison showed
in murine experiments that these
brakes need to be turned off for the
immune system to attack cancer.
This realization was the paradigm
shift in immunotherapy. For the first
time, someone suggested taking off
the brakes to drive the anti-tumor
response. Also known as “immune
checkpoint therapies,” these have
been applied to skin, blood, lung,
and bladder cancers, among others.
Q: Why is this field of research
getting a lot of attention?

Padmanee Sharma
Professor of Immunology and
Genitourinary Medical Oncology
University of Texas
MD Anderson Cancer Center

Researchers
are turning the
immune system
into a potent
weapon against
cancer and other
diseases. Here’s
how to accelerate
progress.

Staring down the barrel of a cancer diagnosis usually means enduring the
harsh side effects of chemotherapy. But the use of chemotherapy may
become less frequent as novel therapies are developed. Researchers have
made great strides in developing treatments that use the body’s natural
defense mechanism, the immune system. Immunotherapy pioneers have
figured out how to teach immune cells to recognize and mobilize against
cancer cells like snipers, thus moving away from the chemo-bombs that
can’t distinguish malignant cells from healthy ones.
Padmanee Sharma, a physician-scientist on the frontlines of this groundbreaking
research, shares her perspectives on these developments in cancer research.

Q: What is immunotherapy, and
how did you get involved?

I have been fascinated by the
concept of how the immune system
can adapt to, recognize, and fight off
an infectious agent that comes its
way ever since my first immunology
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course as an undergraduate at
Boston University.
The immune system is like a car,
with an ignition, gas, and brakes.
Early experiments in immunotherapy
focused on engaging the ignition
switch or stepping on the gas of the
immune system. But then it was

Immunotherapy gives patients,
especially those who have
exhausted other treatment options,
real hope. It’s been successful in
clinical trials, with some patients
continuing to live a decade on after
receiving treatment. Immune-related
side effects exist, but can be
managed. Now we have to take it to
the next step and continue to better
understand how the immunotherapy
agents change patients’ immune
responses and how they work with
other therapies, which will help us to
get them to work for more patients.
Q: Where is the field going?

We are learning more and more
about how immunotherapy works.
At the same time, we are looking
for other treatments rather than just
the “one size fits all” approach of
chemotherapy and irradiation, and
toward drugs that target specific
cancer-causing mutations, also
known as precision medicine, with
genomically targeted agents. Efforts
to combine immunotherapy and
targeted therapies have already
begun, with promising overall
response rates, though more

time is needed to determine the
survival rates of patients. The way
forward is to focus funding and
research priorities so that these
complementary approaches can
be combined and we optimize our
chances for better results for a
greater number of patients.
Q: These developments in
cancer research allow us to
hope for a time when we can
actually win this war against
cancer, but the path to a
cure is long, costly, and risky.
What do we need to accelerate
this process?

We need to focus on three things:

1

Collaboration. Fighting
disease has to be a team
effort. We need to get
government, academia, clinicians,
pharmaceutical companies, and
nonprofit foundations involved
and working together. We need to
identify and address the legal and
regulatory barriers that get in the
way of progress.
For example, I’m part of the MD
Anderson Moon Shots Program’s
immunotherapy platform that
brings together the scientific
and clinical capabilities of MD
Anderson and the global leaders in
pharmaceutical and biotechnology
development. Partnerships like
these are vital because they allow
all parties involved to leverage
expertise and resources.

2

Data. As we learn more
about disease and
have access to critical
information from large cohorts
of patients, we must figure out
what to do with data to make it
meaningful. We have to expand
our team to include experts
who can help us build the right
database that will allow us to

interrogate data to advance
understanding of disease.

3

Funding. We are at a
remarkable time in science
and medicine, and yet
funding for some of the most
transformative efforts remains
limited. Traditional sources of
funding from federal agencies
are drying up. Even more reason
to ensure that available funding
is directed to support efforts
that could make a real impact in
improving patients’ lives.
Research programs in my lab
rely on philanthropic funding to
get started. Foundations like the
Prostate Cancer Foundation and
Melanoma Research Alliance
allow us to pursue the most
promising scientific discoveries
and begin to translate these into
viable therapies. This seed funding
allows us to get established,
particularly during a very risky
phase in the research process,
and attract additional funding
needed to move our work forward.
Q: Does what we know in cancer
apply to other diseases as well?

First, it’s important to remember
that cancer is not one disease.
It’s hundreds. Second, what
we’re learning about the body’s
response to cancer therapies is
being extrapolated to find solutions
for other diseases—from HIV/AIDS
to Alzheimer’s. And finally, new
approaches to cancer research,
from adaptive clinical trials to ways
of engaging patients, are paving a
faster, more effective path for many
other diseases. We need to make
sure innovation in one disease
is translated to another because
patients are waiting.
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When Disruption is
Nothing More than Good
Common Sense
Bray Patrick-Lake
Director, Stakeholder Engagement, Clinical Trials
Transformation Initiative, Duke University;
Co-Chair, NIH Advisory Committee to the
Director Working Group, Precision Medicine
Initiative; Senior Fellow, FasterCures

We need to stop
saying sponsors
and investigators
may work with
patients and
start staying they
must work with
patients.
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It’s no secret that U.S. clinical
trials are in crisis with powerfully
depressing statistics documenting
rampant recruitment and retention
failures, glacial trial completion
times, and burgeoning costs1.
Billions of public and private
dollars are being wasted annually
due to issues with clinical trial
quality and efficiency. The current
underperforming research enterprise
is an unsustainable dinosaur that
fails patients at a time when there
is increasing need for rigorous and
timely scientific evidence to evaluate
new devices, drugs, and biologics,
to determine best medical practice,
and to compare effectiveness
of diagnostic and therapeutic
alternatives. Time equals lives, and
too many patients are losing theirs

while waiting for this broken and
band-aided system to produce
answers and cures.
Cooperative design, a practice
that places designers and users
on equal footing, emerged in
the Scandinavian IT space in the
1970s2. A similar concept known
as participatory design has been
in the English-speaking construct
of North America since at least
19903, a time when HIV/AIDS and
breast cancer advocates were on
the front lines fighting to put patient
needs at the center of research. Dr.
Anthony Fauci of NIH and leaders
of the U.S. FDA have said time and
time again that these advocates
had great impact. They forced the
research and regulatory systems
to be accountable and produce

timely results for patients. Yet, some
25 years later, we are still trying to
retrofit a sponsor- and investigatorcentric system by allowing patient
voice rather than requiring it.
The transformational change needed
is nothing more than good common
sense: stop saying sponsors and
investigators may work with patients
and start staying they must work
with patients. If patients are to be
subjected to a protocol and accept
the risk and burden of participation,
that protocol must be developed
in partnership with patients or
caregivers representative of the
study population. Period. End
of story. Additionally, to prevent
recruitment and retention failures,
no study or marketing application
should move forward until a trial
has been assessed by patients
for feasibility and undergone a
simulation exercise. The days
of “our best guess” recruitment
planning by people who’ve
never organized and engaged a
particular patient community must
also come to an end. Further,
benefit-risk assessments are
imperative. Attempting to predict
patients’ values, preferences, and
comfort level with uncertainty as
an intellectual or observer-reported

exercise is preposterous. Patients
and caregivers with lived experience
must be the ones to speak for their
own communities.
Politely suggesting engagement
with patients and caregivers in
research is not enough. There is
now qualitative and quantitative
evidence on best practices for
effective engagement with patient
groups around clinical trials4.

PDUFA negotiations are in process,
and NIH is asking for an increase
in biomedical research funding.
It’s time to educate sponsors of
research about best practices for
effective engagement with patients
and then mandate it in NIH-funded
and registration trials if we are to
stop wasting our finite resources
and truly put patients at the center.

If patients are to be subjected to a protocol
		 and accept the risk and burden of participation,
that protocol must be developed in partnership with
patients or caregivers representative of the study
population. Period.
1. Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development. Impact Report, 2013.
2. Joan Greenbaum and Morten Kyng (Eds), Design At Work - Cooperative Design of Computer Systems (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1991).
3. D
 ouglas Schuler and Aki Namioka (Eds), Participatory Design: Principles and Practices (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1993); Marting Helander, Thomas Landauer, and Prasad Prabhu (Eds), Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction
(Elsevier Science Inc., 1997), ch. 11.
4. Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative, “Patient Group and Clinical Trials Project,” January 2015.
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The Art of the Possible:
Translating Emotion
into Data

Chairman and CEO
Alkermes
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FDA will increasingly look to
patients for both qualitative and
quantitative input as they evaluate
the risk-benefit tradeoff for new
medicines under review. This is
a critical perspective that is most
appropriately gauged by those
directly affected by both the benefit
and the risk.
Finally, after a new medicine reaches
the market, patient groups will be
the most effective agents to assure
its correct placement on formularies
and determine appropriate
restrictions or limitations on its use.

Richard Pops

When anecdotes
become evidence,
patients gain even
more power in the
R&D process.

endpoints will be critical to
ensuring that multi-year programs
costing many tens of millions of
dollars actually yield data that are
useful and important—not only to
regulators, but also to the patients
who will be living with that medicine.

It is exciting to see multiple elements
of the healthcare ecosystem
activating and adapting to the idea
that patients are taking a more
central role in the development,
regulatory review, and clinical use
of advanced biopharmaceutical
products. This phenomenon has
been building over time, for sure, but
it feels like the time has truly come.
We are, as a collective group of
participants in the complex process
of making new medicines, moving
beyond theory and exploring the
art of the possible. Longstanding
practices are changing, and
conventional methods are being
reevaluated. Patient groups are
building entirely new functional
capabilities. Biopharmaceutical
companies are institutionalizing
methods for seeking and integrating

patients’ perspectives into their drug
discovery and development plans.
At the same time, FDA is working
to develop new systems to infuse
the perspectives of patients into the
regulatory review process.
It’s hard to overstate the potential
significance of these developments.
Starting at the beginning of the
process of creating a new medicine,
partnerships with patient groups
will give academic and industry
researchers access to high fidelity
information from patients informing
the choice of molecular targets
and design goals for new drug
development programs.
Once a medicine is in development,
involving patient groups in the
design of study protocols and

All of this sounds wonderful, but
new capabilities need to be created
by all of the players to make it
happen. I am quite familiar with
the changes we at Alkermes, and
others in industry, are driving in our
companies. Like any other important
change, it requires vision and a team
of like-minded, energetic individuals
dedicated to the mission. What is
more fascinating and intriguing to
me are the profound changes that
are happening within the patient
groups themselves.
In my view, a “state-of-the-art”
patient group five years from
now will have a broad range of
new competencies and expertise
and will be, by necessity, quite
well-funded. Small organizations
founded to raise money to fund
basic academic research and patient
information services will likely need
to evolve. Otherwise they will face
the potential of being eclipsed by
larger organizations that can fund

basic and clinical research, sponsor
and manage large patient registries,
collaborate with industry, advocate
to affect government policy, interact
with FDA to shape regulatory policy,
develop new tools to measure
patient preferences in scientifically
rigorous ways, and negotiate with
insurers and other payers—among
other things. While there is no onesize fits all approach, there are many
models emerging among the patient
groups and it is exciting to see
existing models being challenged
and best practices being shared and
replicated.
So, this is happening. Right now.
And we all—patient groups,
industry, FDA, payers—are the
ones making it happen.
At the core of this transformation,
as we elevate the perspective of the
patients, is the idea of developing
the methodologies and tools to
translate emotion into data. Patients,
their families, and the advocacy
organizations that serve them
already tap into a tremendous
reservoir of human emotion. Those
of us who discover and develop new
medicines, the teams at FDA who
review them, and the gatekeepers
who decide who ultimately will
gain access to them all need to
understand that emotion. One of
the best ways to do that is to
translate it into the common
language of science. Then,
anecdote becomes evidence
and gains even more power.
The most impactful patient
groups will be those who can
rigorously capture emotion
as data and then use it
to drive the changes
they desire.

A “state-of-the-art”
patient group five
years from now will
have a broad range
of competencies and
expertise, including:
Funding basic and clinical
research
Sponsoring and managing
large patient registries
Collaborating with industry
Advocating to affect
government policy
Interacting with FDA to shape
regulatory policy
Developing new tools to
measure patient preferences
Negotiating with insurers and
other payers

“The most impactful
patient groups will be
those who can rigorously
capture emotion as
data and then use it
to drive the changes
they desire.”
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Hand in Hand:
Patient Services
and Research

In the nine years since, the science
of chordoma has come a long way,
and so have I. I started out tackling
chordoma in a university lab. Initially
this felt like a fight for my life—which
it was—but, eventually, I became
captivated by the science, and my
curiosity took over. I saw powerful
new technologies unraveling the
mysteries of other diseases and
enabling the development of
extraordinary targeted therapies,
and I became determined to bring
those advances to chordoma.
However, while in the lab, I saw
first-hand the very practical
challenges faced by researchers
in this field that stood in the
way of this dream—insufficient
funding; scarcity of tissue, cell
lines, and animal models needed
for experiments; and isolation from
others studying the disease.

Josh Sommer
Executive Director
Chordoma Foundation

Rather than
competing
for resources,
patient services
and research
work together
to achieve the
ultimate mission
of finding cures.
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The most critical role that diseasespecific organizations can play
when it comes to accelerating the
search for cures is to bring patients
to the table. In order to advance
the science of our diseases, it is
essential that we not only have the
ability to find patients, but also to
connect with them in a meaningful
way and provide value throughout
the journey of their disease.
This might sound counterintuitive.
After all, many of us who started
research foundations did so in order
to bring researchers to the table—to
get them interested in diseases they
might not otherwise be incentivized
to study. That is where my journey
began. But what I’ve learned along
the way is that patient services
and research are inextricably
linked. Rather than competing for

resources, they work hand in hand
towards achieving the ultimate
mission of finding cures.
This has been a game-changing
revelation. Let me tell you why.
My journey—from student to patient,
patient to researcher, and researcher
to advocate—began in much the
same way as many of yours. I came
to this work through a personal
battle with disease, in my case,
chordoma—a rare type of cancer
that occurs in the bones of the skull
and spine.
I was a freshman in college when
I received my diagnosis, and
the statistics I read scared me.
Treatment options were limited,
and research efforts unfocused and
underfunded. I knew I couldn’t wait
for things to change on their own.

It became clear that the field needed
an organization to lead the charge
in overcoming those hurdles and
driving forward the search for a cure.
It would need to be an organization
that could unite physicians,
researchers, drug companies, and
patients, while balancing the needs
of all of these critical stakeholders.
Every disease, I realized, needs a
quarterback to help research move
forward as efficiently as possible
and coordinate the work of everyone
involved. And that is what we set
out to do in forming the Chordoma
Foundation.
From the beginning, we had a
two-pronged mission: to lead the
search for a cure and to improve the
lives of those affected by chordoma.
While patient services have always
been an essential component of
our mission, we initially viewed it as
distinct from research, and even, at
times, in competition for resources.
In the foundation’s early years, as
we focused on jumpstarting the

Our ability to quickly enroll
this promising trial was tied
directly to the trust we had built
with the patient community and
the value we provided to them
over time.
nascent field of chordoma research
and laying the groundwork for
developing new therapies—from
developing new models, to testing
drugs in those models, to identifying
therapeutic targets—we operated
our patient services and research
activities along separate work
streams.
It was not until the foundation
reached the point of helping to
initiate our first clinical trial in 2013
that the connection between
these two parts of our mission
truly became clear. Within a week
of notifying the chordoma patient
community about the Phase I trial,
it was completely filled and had
a waiting list. This was a surprise
to the investigators and company
involved, and later provided
confidence to invest in a Phase II
trial. What we realized through this
experience was that our ability to
quickly enroll this promising trial
was tied directly to the trust we
had built with the patient community
and the value we provided to them
over time.
Since then, as we’ve worked with
companies and investigators to
plan and initiate subsequent trials,
I have learned that the ability to
bring patients to clinical trials is

of paramount importance to their
success, particularly in a rare
disease like chordoma. It is a
well-known conundrum that many
trials never finish for lack of accrual.
And I’m sure countless more welljustified trials for rare diseases never
start due to aversion to the risk of
poor accrual. Thus, our ability to
deliver new therapies to patients is
reliant on our ability to facilitate their
participation in clinical research. And
that requires relationships and trust
built over time through providing
value in ways not necessarily having
anything to do with research:
disseminating reliable information
about the disease, serving as a
trusted guide to help navigate the
complexities of treatment, offering
emotional support, and creating a
sense of community with patients
around the world.
Once I came to understand and
appreciate this relationship, I
began to view patient services for
what they are—not independent
or ancillary to research, but an
essential complement to research
and an essential component of a
comprehensive research strategy.
Alone, each has its value, but
together they are synergistic in the
fight against disease.
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Choosing a Path
That Puts Patients
at the Center
Stephen Friend

As more and more medical devices
integrate sensors and networking,
it will be possible to develop
very powerful models of illness
and disease, sweeping away old
taxonomies of disease based on
centuries-old narrative descriptions
of symptoms. New taxonomies
will emerge based on objective
features (i.e., genotype, voice, gait,
balance) that will be collected in
machine-readable formats from the
integration of molecular/omics data
with the extensive data flowing in
from smartphones and sensors.
This isn’t hypothetical. At Sage
Bionetworks, we’ve developed a
novel smartphone-based clinical
study focused on symptoms of
Parkinson’s disease (PD) called
“mPower.” After its first six months,
the mPower study includes more
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interventions and lifestyle have
on symptoms as measured by
the sensors on the phone in
a personalized approach. For
example, where most patients with
PD may have data gathered once or
twice by their neurologist during the
trial period, we gathered an average
of nearly 500,000 observations per
individual in that same period.
For those patients who have
provided the most data (usually
performing tasks multiple times a
day, before and after symptommodulating drugs), we have
developed preliminary “personalized
classifiers” of the impact

President
Sage Bionetworks

Mobile health
technology can
choose from two
paths: one that
treats participants
as customers,
and the other that
enables a patientcentered health
approach.

Think of the impact of
engaging patients in their
own diseases and tracking not just
symptoms but also modulators.

than 1,500 participants with PD
and nearly 9,000 participants
without PD, drawn from all 50
states without any traditional
advertising or recruitment.
The study consists of survey
questions (taken from instruments
commonly used in PD studies and
clinical management), novel daily
and weekly activities that leverage
the sensors on the smartphone to
measure the performance of the
participant on structured tasks, and
finally the ability to collect “passive”
information like the number of steps
taken with the phone, or how far the
person moves within a given day.
Based on the first six months, our
frequent and dense sensor-based
approach allows for remarkable
new analyses of the impact that

medications have that are based on
the performance on a set of simple
tasks. Whereas a neurologist may
only be able to observe the number
of times a patient can tap on a table
in 20 seconds (speeded tapping),
the sensors in the smartphone
measure the same performance at
orders of magnitude with more detail
and resolution. A simple example:
sensors capture both what the
clinician knows (that L-dopa can
increase tapping speed in some
individuals) and what the clinician
cannot know (that L-dopa can
increase tapping accuracy in some
individuals).
Recognizing that PD is a complex
disease with each individual having a
different constellation of symptoms,
the sum of these features over time
may provide a finer description of
the manifestation of disease for an
individual, both in the dimensions
of an activity as well as in the
fluctuations over time, than has
ever been possible. Think of the
impact of engaging patients in their
own diseases and tracking not just
symptoms but also modulators.
But this vision for participants
and medical research has two
potential paths.
On one, we simply allow this
new system of taxonomy and
intervention to emerge without
intervention. Private pharmaceutical
and technology companies that are
driven by profit will stay focused
on major diseases, silo the data,

and monetize it as therapeutic
guidance or by selling restricted
data access. Health payers are
driven by reimbursement: they
need phenotypic data to help them
determine who should/should not
be reimbursed. This do-nothing
path virtually guarantees that digital
clinical studies will resemble our
consumer culture—one where
privacy and individual autonomy
are lost, and almost impossible
to engineer back into a roaring
economic engine. It is a world
where we are customers first and
citizens second.
On the other path to reach this
new solution we adopt the same
technologies, but re-orient the
roles of the stakeholders to
place individuals in the center,
as citizens. This role change,
combined with data gathering and
analysis platforms, could enable
a participant-centered health
approach rather than a customercentric one. In our vision, the mobile
health clinical studies leverage
smartphones as well, but they are
both open and participant-centered.
On this path, people get back the
data they need in real time to make
informed decisions for themselves,
and they reclaim their voices and
sense of empowerment about
managing their own health rather
than continuing to assume that their
health depends exclusively upon
some medication or therapy. On this
path, data analysis isn’t restricted
to the study investigator or who
buys access, but can be mediated
through collaborations, challenges,
and open access to allow for
unexpected lead-user innovation
and, even more importantly, the
transparency that will allow scientific
scrutiny and reproducibility. And
our vision of openness is one that
encourages innovation, profit, and
growth for the private sector.
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Working Toward One
Goal: Helping Patients

What makes 21st Century Cures different?
It’s nonpartisan, it makes vital and fully
paid for investments, and it reflects hours of hard
work from folks inside and outside of government
together at one table working toward
one goal: helping patients.

1
Diana DeGette

Fred Upton

U.S. Representative, Colorado
Chief Deputy Whip
United States House of
Representatives

U.S. Representative, Michigan
Chairman, Committee on
Energy and Commerce
United States House of
Representatives

Two Congressional
leaders explain
how the 21st
Century Cures Act
is the beginning of
Washington looking
at healthcare in a
new way.

The 21st Century Cures Act is
the product of innovative and
collaborative idea sharing from
experts around the country. We
recognized that we did not have
all the answers in Congress, so
we came to folks like you. We
engaged in a dialogue that had been
happening in silos, and worked
to break those down and bring
everyone to the table. The end
result was a bill that was approved
overwhelmingly through the House
of Representatives this summer.
H.R. 6, the 21st Century Cures
Act, is not only an important bill
for patients and health innovators;
it is an important example of
how to accomplish big things in
Washington. What makes 21st
Century Cures different? It’s
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The 21st Century Cures Act is a
nonpartisan bill that seeks to achieve
the priorities of the American people.
The bill helps patients. It provides
hope to those suffering from
diseases that the brightest minds in
science and research will have the
tools they need to unleash a new
generation of cures and treatments.

nonpartisan, it makes vital and fully
paid for investments, and it reflects
hours of hard work from folks inside
and outside of government together
at one table working toward one
goal: helping patients.

“The 21st Century Cures
initiative affects all
Americans as they, their
families, or their friends
have been affected by
disease. Hard work
remains to find and deliver
cures and treatments
for the approximately
95 percent of diseases
without them.”
- Chairman Upton at roundtable,
Sept. 2014

2

The 21st Century Cures Act includes
fully paid for investments in the
National Institutes of Health and the
Food and Drug Administration.

3

The 21st Century Cures Act
achieves the careful balance of
modernizing and streamlining
government while maintaining the
highest standards of safety. We did
this by bringing the leaders of the
FDA to the table, working closely
with outside experts, and combing
through pages of legislative text for
months. Our goal throughout the
process was helping patients, and

this was the driving force behind
every decision we made.
The 21st Century Cures Act still
has a ways to go before becoming
law, but our success so far keeps
us optimistic. And your continued
efforts are critical. One of the
greatest gifts of the 21st Century
Cures process has been meeting
inspiring patients and thought
leaders. Their strength and

commitment were driving forces
behind the 21st Century Cures Act
and will remain so as we move a bill
to the president’s desk.
The 21st Century Cures Act is an
important accomplishment, but it
is just the beginning of Washington
looking at healthcare in a new way.
We are glad to be joining you in this.
We have much work left to do. But
together, we can and will make a
difference.
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What is Past
is Prologue

Margaret Anderson
Executive Director
FasterCures

The biomedical
research system
has become
adept at digesting
best practices
and extracting
lessons learned.

When you look around the
biomedical research landscape
today, evidence of game-changing
innovation is everywhere. I joined
FasterCures over 10 years ago, and
it was different then. Our first map of
the obstacles to progress in medical
research was long, and we were all
quite expert at wringing our hands
and reciting the obstacles.

decade ago. We remember what life
was like before all of this, but new
generations will never know what life
used to be like—when you carried
coins to make a call on a street
corner, or you wrote long letters to
stay in touch and exchanged hard
copy photographs, or you watched
slides of vacations or home movies
with your family on Saturday night.

What changed?

The innovation in connectivity
sweeping the world is showing us a
path forward. That and just plain
bold, disruptive, and tenacious
efforts by everyone in the system.
Much remains to be done. Consider
that there are more than 10,000
known diseases affecting our world
today, and we have viable
treatments for only 500 of them.

One thing is that evidence of change
in other sectors is abundant. In just
over 11 years, Facebook has more
than 1 billion users worldwide.
Seven years ago, we saw the first
iPhone launched. Almost one-third
of Internet users worldwide watch
YouTube videos every day now,
another technology introduced just a
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In the past decade, we’ve become
adept at digesting best practices
and extracting lessons learned.
Sharing has gotten a whole lot
easier, and we recognized it was
vitally necessary. One case study for
reflection is how the globe
responded to the HIV/AIDS
epidemic. In the early 1990s, I
worked on HIV/AIDS policy. I
convened a meeting on the Social
Security disability definition and the
inclusion of some new conditions so
people living with them could receive
much needed benefits. Few
treatment options were available,
and HIV/AIDS was the number one
cause of death for U.S. men ages
25 to 44 years old. Early on in our
meeting, ACT-UP demonstrators
arrived and handcuffed themselves
to some of my meeting participants.
Once they felt secure that the
outcome was headed in the right
direction, the demonstrators joined
in and took off the handcuffs. At the
beginning of that meeting, I was
terrified. Now, I am humbled by the
passion and vigilance to their cause.
We currently have more than two
dozen treatments for HIV/AIDS, and
we can thank the activism that we
saw during that time period for
showing a path forward.
My recipe for our innovation-oriented
future includes a liberal dose of
attitude and questioning the status
quo. Going first means you may feel
lonely or take some hits, but you’ll
get there. Look at the Cystic Fibrosis

The innovation in
connectivity sweeping
the world is showing us a path
forward. That and just plain bold,
disruptive, and tenacious efforts
by everyone in the system.
Foundation journey with the drug
discovery process that led to the
drug Kalydeco. The team knocked
on many doors until they found one
that was ready for what they had
to offer. The recipe includes a big
dollop of inquisitiveness—you need
to learn from others who have gone
before you. No need to reinvent the
wheel and waste time. We see this
every day in our TRAIN program
among the venture philanthropy
groups that would much rather
teach another group what worked
and didn’t than see anyone waste
time or money. The recipe calls for
flexibility. The venture philanthropy
community has needed to pivot
from an exclusive focus on
de-risking the science to one that
includes that plus strategies to
define value to the patients they
serve so they can get approved
therapies in their hands, and
strategies to define what patient
preferences look like in their
community.

Progress in biomedical research is
swift indeed, but there are some
twists and turns ahead that will
require some serious leaning in.
Pricing is the topic du jour, and the
question of how to accommodate
new innovation into a healthcare
system undergoing massive
change is complex. The science of
patient input is revving its engines,
but these are early days, and
collaborative solutions are needed.
And in the U.S., resources for the
NIH and FDA need to be bolstered
so that discoveries today can turn
into treatments and cures down
the road.
FasterCures and our colleagues in
the medical research system are
more focused than ever on bringing
innovative ideas, strategic capital,
and disruptive thinkers together to
transform the system so that every
disease and every patient can
benefit. Let’s point to the past but
focus on the future.

“My recipe for our innovation-oriented future includes a
liberal dose of attitude and questioning the status quo.”
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At the Milken Institute,
we pursue research and
build relationships that
turn powerful ideas into
transformative action.

10,000 diseases
Only 500 treatments
We have work to do.
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